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Mendelssohn ‘Complete Works for String Quartet’ - String Quartet No. 3, Op.44 No.1 
Champs Hill Records CHRCD085 
 
“the immaculately executed white-knuckle ride set up by the Navarras.” - Gramophone  
 
“... a true delight to me to find ten groups of young string players who take the composer's notes seriously”  

- BBC Music Magazine*****  
 

“The Navarra Quartet, almost matching the wistful sweetness of the Artemis Quartet in Mendelssohn’s D major Quartet Op.44 
No. 1” - BBC Radio 3 CD Review, Andrew McGregor 
 
 
St George’s Bristol, Beethoven and Borodin, May 2014 
 
“Right from the opening bars, the Navarra Quartet revealed their special quality: a sweet well-knit sound and impeccable 
intonation.” – Helen Reid, The Bristol Post 
 
  
Banff International String Quartet Competition, Third Prize, August 2013 
 
“And we cannot forget the Navarra Quartet, who gave us so many memorable performances this past week, including a moving 
and brilliant reading of Vivian Fung’s Quartet No. 3, and a masterly accounting of Britten’s Third String Quartet that will stay 
with me forever. Their interpretation of the Beethoven Razumovsky E minor quartet was replete with nuanced dynamics and 
articulation, ultimately scaffolding a sense of phrasing that was constantly supple, and never overworked. Perhaps what I 
appreciated most about Navarra’s playing, both yesterday and throughout the competition, was that they led me to always 
wonder what would happen next. Even though one may already know the notes full well of a given piece, I always came away 
with the sense that Navarra had something new to teach me every time I listened to them.”  - Calgary Herald 
 
“When the Navarra Quartet (UK/Ireland/the Netherlands) took their places as the fifth group and last to play before intermission, I 
was quite unprepared for how they would interpret Ms. Fung’s score. Over the years, denizens of this tri-ennial competition know 
that ten quartets will likely give ten vastly different offerings of the CBC/Banff Centre co-commissioned work, that it will be 
challenging but still idiomatically written for strings, difficult to execute, and filled with interpretively dangerous waters which these 
young artists must navigate. But I was not expecting the wonderful reading given by the Navarra Quartet. 
In their accounting, I could also recall Ms. Fung’s eloquent anguish during her pre-concert talk over the Connecticut school 
shootings whose reports we horribly witnessed last year, in addition to the tremendous world conflict that she was documenting, 
relevant at this moment in Syria, all against a backdrop of her own personal revelations about her family’s history and its journeys 
of struggle. Indeed, this work could one day be nicknamed along the lines of String Quartet No. 3 - the “Dark Journeys” quartet. 
Navarra Quartet transfixed me with its beautiful conveyance of the composer’s interior world immediately from the start when they 
played the opening cluster chord. They understood the Middle Eastern prayer sections and the mixed narratives inspired by 
Schnittke’s chamber works (one of Ms. Fung’s favourite composers and one of mine too), which often contain scalding evocations of 
confronting mortality. These were juxtaposed frequently with slower sections that could be heard as chordal echoes of the 
transcendent mystical parallelism found in many of Messaien’s compositions, which required pellucid playing. Contrasting textured 
sections were frequently punctuated by furious bowing, glissandi, bowslap, rapid arpeggiation, and a whole host of requisite 
idiomatic features demanded of the performers.” - Calgary Herald 

“the Navarra Quartet brought me to tears with Benjamin Britten’s String Quartet No. 3, from 1975. They captured his slow and at 
times angry dance with mortality with remarkably tightly contained power.” - Musical Toronto 
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Schoenberg Concerto, National Youth Orchestra of Great Britain / Simone Young 
Royal Festival Hall, 13 April 2013 
 
“the excellent Navarra String Quartet” - The Guardian  
 
 
Auditorium du Louvre - Mozart, Levinas and Debussy, 5 October 2012 
 
“the exquisite sonority of the instruments was remarkable[...] It was striking that this was a quartet of young players playing a young 
quartet [Mozart K.159], as their sound was one of very mature instrumental mastery. The players showed with precision and 
firmness the joyful mixture of intimacy and openness. The musicians played seamlessly and meticulously, never hesitating before 
the composer’s [Debussy] extremely original chromaticism [...] The timbre and the colours were stunning. “- ClassiqueNews.com  
 
 
Haydn, Britten and Beethoven, Lammermuir Festival, 24 September 2011 
 
“The Navarra Quartet resonated richly, without in any way compromising clarity...Magnus Johnston gave a very good account of 
himself...the ensemble of the quartet was impressive.” -BachTrack.com 
 
 
Presteigne Festival at St Andrew’s Church 
 
“The Navarra Quartet […] refreshed us with their Friday evening recital: Beethoven, Haydn, and David Matthews’s bird-garlanded 
Quartet No 10 […] sumptuous tone” – The Times 
 
 
Vasks String Quartets Nos 1-3, Challenge Classics CC 72365 
 
“All three works, recorded in the presence of the composer, are projected with almost graphic immediacy by the Navarra Quartet 
who deliver compelling performances captured here in extremely vivid sound. Overall, then, this disc comes hotly 
recommended.” - Erik Levi, BBC Music Magazine  
 
“They play this repertoire with the utmost conviction, and judging by the photo in the book, to the satisfaction of the composer.” - 
Siebe Riedstra,  Luister, November 2010  
 
“The playing is nothing short of sensational, the precision and enormous dynamics absolutely thrilling, as is the clarity of 
recording. “ - Yorkshirepost.co.uk, October 2010  
 
“We can be very brief about the Navarra Quartet: Amazing!” - PS Mania Klassiek, October 2010  
 
“The stunning performance compensates a lot. The Navarra has specialized in a finely polished expression. Flawless intonations 
bring a sonority that causes a sensation in itself.” - Thiemo Wind , De Telegraaf, October 2010  
 
“…this young UK-based ensemble understands his music down to the microsecond, and plays at a level that can be 
characterized as exceptional… “- Volkskrant, September 2010  
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Mozart Musical Journey, Lammermuir Festival, September 2010 
 
“...the Navarra Quartet, who had accepted the challenge of playing three concerts in one day. Without faltering, they took us by 
the hand, and lead us through six magical works by Mozart, Haydn and Schubert.', 'The audience sighed with wonder after the 
Navarra’s First movement of the Haydn G minor Op20/3 [...], in a way that I have never quite heard before.', 'Having felt a little 
daunted by the prospect of an entire day of quartet concerts, in fact I found myself luxuriating in so much music, so well played. 
It was a wonderful indulgence to hear it all in one go, and from the hands of the Navarra. When they really go for it, their 
combined sound has a deeply satisfying sense of plenty of meat-on-the bone. They can conjure up a demented bluebottle in the 
last movement of Haydn’s D major, before their light touch sends it out, with absolutely no fuss, through the open window of the 
final bars. And what a delight it is to hear Magnus Johnston, returning at last to full-time quartet playing. Whether it is turning a 
first violin flourish with elegance and ease, flying helter-skelter over the last movement of Mozart’s Dissonance Quartet, 
creating an exquisite fairy-like Trio in Mozart’s D minor, or a plaintive folk flautando in the E flat major’s Trio, to listen to him is 
to know you are where you should be.” - Herald Newspaper 
 
 
Chamber Prom 2: Piemontesi/Navarra Quartet, Cadogan Hall, July 2010 
 
...they launched into Schumann’s Piano Quintet in E flat major with such assurance that they might have been collaborating for 
years. This majestic work was written by Schumann as a miniature piano concerto which his wife Clara could perform without 
orchestra in private houses: Piemontesi and the Navarras gave it the requisite declamatory spaciousness from the start. As with 
Schumann’s piano concerto proper, this work involves constant dialogue between soloist and ensemble: with Piemontesi leading 
the way, they made a thrilling journey through an emotional landscape by turns sweet, spooky, throbbingly combustible, and 
liberatingly joyous. And if this was a flawless performance, so was the Navarra Quartet’s treatment of one of Haydn’s early 
masterpieces, the G minor Quartet Opus 20. They have a warmly-rounded and very expressive sound, perfectly suited to Haydn: 
on this showing, they are already in the first rank of his music’s exponents.  - Michael Church, The Independent 
 
 
 Haydn: String Quartet, Op. 51 ‘Seven Last Words’, Altara: ALT1040 
 
“…the players realize the music’s essential intensity…with their vivid sense of dramatic expression in an intensely detailed 
performance. “- BBC Music Magazine, September 2009 
 
 
Rheingau Musik Festival, July 2008 
 
“A rarity, on the other hand, was a performance in the basilica by the Navarra Quartet of Haydn’s string quartet in G op.33 No. 5 
and Mozart’s noticeable reference (to it – Haydn’s piece), the quartet No.15 in d KV 421; performed impulsively and dynamically, 
but also with admirable filigree by the musicians…. the Navarra quartet unfolds the adorable setting in Haydn’s largo or 
Mozart’s andante with breathtaking tension into full bloom. “ 

- Frankfurter Allgemeine Zeitung 
  
Melbourne International Chamber Music Competition, July 2007 
 
“‘The Navarra Quartet brought some good humoured playing to Haydn’s Op.64 No.6….many magical moments in Thomas Ades 
Arcadiana….the Mendelssohn was outgoing and it’s Schnittke fearless.” - The Strad 
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Soviet-Festival Manchester, January 2006 
 
“The outstanding quartet playing of the whole Fest was giving us by the Navarra Quartet. The group formed at the RNCM in September 
2002 with three Dutch members and an English cellist. It was no surprise that they were multi-prize-winners at home and abroad, and 
had gained the RNCM’s professional performance diploma with distinction. Joined by pianist, Vyacheslav Sidorenko, their Sunday 
afternoon recital of Shostakovich’s Prelude and Fugue No. 15, Schnittke’s quartet No. 3, Shostakovich’s piano quintet and Shostakovich 
No. 3 was a truly remarkable experience. Totally at one with the music and each other, these talented young players are on their way 
to top acclaim in the chamber music world. By comparison the St Petersburg Quartet…though superb, did not play with such all-
consuming believe.” - ESTA Magazine 
 
 
 Wigmore Hall, September 2006 
 
“Moments of intuitive chamber work and cellist Nathaniel Boyd’s compelling melodic lines were signs of good things to 
come…Shostakovich’s marathon third quartet came to life in subtle shades of humour and gravity. The young anglo-dutch 
ensemble played with an uncanny wisdom….” - The Strad 
 
 
 Purcell Room, September 2006 
 
“The Navarra Quartet opened the programme exactly a hundred years after Shostakovich’s birth with the composers eight 
quartet, a reading of much insight and dedication.” - The Musical Opinion 
 


